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ANGRY FLASH PROTESTS ARE MULTIPLYING ALL OVER FRANCE AGAINST RAM
OF PENSION BILL
UNSTOPPABLE TENSION SINCE MARCH 15

Paris, Washington DC, 21.03.2023, 22:16 Time

USPA NEWS - In Paris, this evening since 9: pm, on the Place de la Republique a new spontaneous demonstration, causes tensions
with the police. Many firefighters are ready to extinguish the fires of garbage cans lit after protesters. At the same time, Marine le Pen,
announced her new Campus Hemera to "train the elite from the people", aiming to offer a political reward as a premium training to RN
members, and become the elite. "The aim is to become an elected national, deputy, or regional councilor, or MEP, thanks to this
fellowship ». This campus was unveiled before the executives of the National Rally alongside her vice president Jordan Bardella. The
French President Emmanuel Macron has meanwhile announced that he will speak to the French people (interview format) tomorrow at
1:00 p.m. on TV, Tf1 and France TV 2 broadcast TV.

In Paris, this evening since 9: pm, on the Place de la Republique a new spontaneous demonstration, causes tensions with the police.
Many firefighters are ready to extinguish the fires of garbage cans lit after protesters. At the same time, Marine le Pen, announced her
new Campus Hemera to "train the elite from the people", aiming to offer a political reward as a premium training to RN members, and
become the elite. "The aim is to become an elected national, deputy, or regional councilor, or MEP, thanks to this fellowship ». This
campus was unveiled before the executives of the National Rally alongside her vice president Jordan Bardella. The French President
Emmanuel Macron has meanwhile announced that he will speak to the French people (interview format) tomorrow at 1:00 p.m. on TV,
Tf1 and France TV 2 broadcast TV.
Marine Le Pen explained to the media that she does not wish to become the Prime Minister "but feels ready for 2027 as the future
President of the Republic. Marine le Pen explained to MP Borne that she had warned him in September that "if decree 49.3 is used, it
will only cause anger, tension and fire in the street and that it will not be necessary to expect her to be the firefighter to put out this fire"

THE GOVERNMENT SAVED FROM NO CONFIDENCE VOTE AT THE ASSEMBLY, BY ONLY 9 VOTES
Indeed, the protesters of the pension reform, did not lose their temper, because yesterday, PM Élisabeth Borne narrowly escaped the
overthrow of her government, with nine votes (278 deputies voted for the motion of censure, while 287 votes were needed in response
to the 49.3 statement triggered by the PM on Thursday March 15. The two motions of censure that had been tabled against the Prime
Minister's government were thus rejected: the bill on the pension reform was therefore officially adopted. The RN immediately lodged
an appeal to the Constitutional Council. PM Borne declared that it was a "victory". However, since last Thursday March 15, the day the
PM triggers the decree 49.3 to ram the pension reform bill, more than 1200 spontaneous movements of demonstrators took place in all
corners of France, every day...

1200 DEMONSTRATIONS HAVE TAKEN PLACE IN FRANCE SINCE THURSDAY MARCH 15, DAYS OF 49.3 DECREE
TRIGERRED BY PM BORNE
Today, Tuesday March 21, 2023, according to the CGT Leader Union), there were 120 demonstrations during the day throughout the
free zone, including
5,000 to 6,000 people gathered this Tuesday evening in Nantes. Among the demonstrators, many students and young people, show
their anger in the streets of Paris, by carrying out flash protests (via encrypted applications), of about twenty minutes while sowing the
police, who seek to identify the places of gathering, in symbolic places of the French capital.
The President of the French Republic Macron has meanwhile announced that he will speak to the French people tomorrow at 1:00
p.m. on TV, Tf1 and France TV 2. Today, the Head of State declined the PM, Elisabeth Borne, in the morning at 9 am, then he had
lunch with the President of the Senate Gerard Larcher and the President of the National Assembly Yael Braun Pivet. He then received
at the Elysee the deputies by a majority (not absolute in the National Assembly). Tensions were also noted in Nantes (Loire-Atlantique)
this Tuesday evening. Our colleagues from France Bleu Loire Océan report overflows with throwing bottles and torches at the CRS.
According to the CGT, 5,000 to 6,000 people gathered this Tuesday evening. Around 9 p.m., the policemen were still trying to
disperse the last demonstrators.
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